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21. MHG “Alternativglossen” 
 
Whereas the common speaker of modern NHG seems to be ashamed of his/ 
her mother-tongue, sticking therefore to Denglisch (from Deutsch and Englisch), 
with a daily vocabulary of about 200-500 different words (for comparison, news-
paper German will probably have 6000 words), the MHG translator faced with 
Latin texts behaved in the opposite way. Thus, the learned monk translating 
Biblical texts had to make his difficult decisions as far as the “correct” German 
word and sentence structure were concerned, though naturally later on he could 
also rely on previous translations, some even doing so quite uncritically; others 
however fought their own “battle” leading them eventually to “wrong” German 
when intending to grasp the Latin etymology. 
In order to call attention to possible different opinions, the Bavarian Wind-
berg Psalter (12P
th
P
 century) also uses the so-called “Alternativglossen”: Whereas 
in Denglisch for instance the BE (or AE?) loan-word ticket may refer to ‘Fahr-
karte’, ‘Flugschein’, ‘Eintrittskarte’, ‘Parkschein’ etc. – naturally therefore these 
German words should be used instead – in the Psalter for instance Latin furor 
(‘anger’) IS TRANSLATED as heizmuot, tobeheit, AND wuot (Psalm 6.2): 
(1) heizmuot (corresponding to a possible NHG *Heissmut ‘hot spirit’; in later 
MHG, starting in Middle German, uo > ū); 
(2) tobeheit (cf. NHG toben ‘rage’); 
(3) wuot (NHG Wut ‘rage’; cf. [1]). 
In our days, such “Alternativglossen” therefore seem to be restricted to the 
creative mind of the poet. 
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22. Robert Langdon’s Quechua “chicken salad” 
 
The present “dish” is an aftermath of the etymology of Proto-Quechua 
(PQ) *wallpa ‘chicken’ as proposed by Robert Langdon (1989: 177-181). Evi-
dently the original term, *wallpa was later in the northern part of the Inca Empire 
substituted by *atawallpa (Orr and Longacre 1968: No. 27), even Aymará has 
wallpa (cf. Atahualpa in the Hispanized spelling of the name of the last Inca 
Emperor, subsequently murdered by the Spanish “conquistadores” under Pizarro). 
Langdon is breaking down *wallpa into wa ‘bird’ and allpa ‘ground, 
earth’, postulating the original meaning of the compound to have been ‘ground/ 
earth bird’: In doing so, he is able to identify wa with Rapanui/Easter Island 
huahua ‘tailless fowl’, thus supporting hereby Thor Heyerdahl’s assumption of 
pre-Columbian Amerindian voyages to Polynesia. 
As there is NO Quechua word wa ‘bird’, he presents a long list of bird 
names with initial wa- from South and Meso-America as proof of such an earlier 
form. Naturally, among the names listed, to mention just two examples, wanako 
‘camel sheep’ or wangana ‘mountain pig’ are missing. 
One might claim though, postulating *wa ‘animal’, that ‘animal’ = ‘bird’, 
or ‘animal’ > ‘bird’ (in some contexts). One just might for instance look at ‘ver 
luisant’ (Lampyris noctiluca) throughout the dialects of Europe; it can be termed 
inter alia as ‘animal’, ‘flying creature’, ‘crawling thing’, ‘insect’, ‘worm’, ‘noc-
turnal creature’, ‘farm animal (livestock)’. Obviously past folk belief can have 
much to do with categorizing (e.g., frightening children with spooks, or ken-
nings in love poetry). 
(Naturally, the correct PQ word for ‘ground, earth’ is *[h]allp>a, which in 
some dialects may be reflected as allpa; Orr and Longacre 1968: No. 96.)  
Naturally, however, the whole approach was already wrong from the very 
beginning as the correct compound meaning ‘ground/earth bird’ would have 
been – Quechua following here the English word order – *(h)allp>a + X (‘bird’), 
i.e., *(h)allp>awa (if X = wa). 
(Naturally, as for the Rapanui/Easter Island identification, Langdon would 
have had another “shot” for explaining huahua as a reflex of wallpa: wallpa > 
wawa = huahua – where a conservative etymology of PQ *wallpa might make 
use of PQ *waqa- ‘to cry’; Orr and Longacre 1968: No. 473.) 
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23. Marquesan ‘barking pig’ 
 
Terms for ‘dog’ in Oceanic languages show a great diversity of non-cog-
nate forms, contrasting with ‘pig’ and ‘rat’. Proto-Polynesian *kulii (Walsh and 
Biggs 1966: 39) has widespread cognates outside Polynesia, which suggest dif-
fusion. Archaeological evidence supports the linguistic inference of a relatively 
late diffusion of the animal in most of Oceania, even leaving areas without the 
dog in pre-Cook time. 
Georg Heinrich von Langsdorff, a German naturalist participating in the 
first Russian expedition around the world, 1803-1807, stayed at “Nukuhiva” (= 
Nuka Hiva) in the Marquesas from 6 to 16 May 1804, meeting there the English-
man “Roberts” (Edward Robarts, having deserted from the whaler EUPHRADES 
in 1798) who “had two dogs, which the inhabitants called pigs, probably be-
cause they had hardly ever seen another animal” (Langsdorff 1993, I: 114). In his 
Marquesan (NW dialect) dictionary, ‘dog’ is rendered as bauka nuuhe (p. 121) – 
where the first word is Marquesan puaka/pu>aka ‘animal, pig’ and where nuu- 
must be a reflex of Proto-Polynesian nguu ‘hum, groan, grunt’ (Walsh and Biggs 
1966:77), the natives defining ‘dog’ therefore as a ‘barking pig’ (cf. our guinea 
pig or Meerschweinchen in German). 
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24. Proto-Nuclear-Polynesian *>afinga (sic!) ‘armpit’ 
 
Geraghty (1979) has reconstructed Proto-Nuclear-Polynesian (PNP) *afinga 
‘armpit’, with reflexes, inter alia, in East Futunan, East Uvean, Rennellese, 
Nukuoro – and Rapanui/Easter Island (and Fijian), whereas the words in other 
Polynesian languages are quite different. (By the way, because of this and other 
lexical parallels, an “Outlier” [Futunic] element has been suggested in Rapanui/ 
Easter Island.) 
As I see it however, the correct reconstruction should be *>afinga. 
My starting-point is to see the above PNP reconstruction as a reflex of 
Proto-Oceanic (PO) *X + *linga ‘hand’, where *X might be identified with 
either *kapa(k) ‘shoulder, hand’ OR *qapaRa ‘shoulder’ (PO reconstructions 
were taken from Grace 1969). Favouring here *qapaRa would result in the blend 
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*qap(aRa) + *(l)inga = *qapinga > PNP *>afinga. Initial q- (> >-) would be 
even “attested” in (Eastern) Nostratic (cf. Ntr. *K awingU ‘armpit, underarm’; 
Kaiser 1988: No. 220). 
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25. Sanskrit tanbaku ‘tobacco’ 
 
“I have been a student of the famous Huizinga only for one single year, 
when I followed his lectures on Dutch history at Leiden University, 
but soon I switched to Indology: history was nothing for me!” 
(E. M. Uhlenbeck, letter of June 23, 2000) 
 
0. Thomas S. Barthel, a code expert of the German Wehrmacht during 
WWII, did not need to quit (t)his war-time job, mutatis mutandis, when peace 
had come, trying now to decode hitherto undeciphered writing systems such as 
that of the Indus Script or the Phaistos Disk. He became famous, as others be-
fore and after him, when he claimed his “Je tiens l’affaire!” with regard to the 
Easter Island Script (Rongorongo). Less spectacular, more scientific in addition, 
has been the Tübingen Professor’s contribution to “Indo-Mexikanistik”, with 
him and his school as forerunners in producing studies of Mesoamerican codices 
and calendars (in their “Borgia-Programm”) that should confirm the presence of 
Hindu “missionaries” in ancient Mexico (e.g., Barthel 1974, 1980, 1981, 1985; 
Giesing 1982). 
1. As for Sanskrit, by at least a thousand years ago, it was no longer a 
living language, being learned primarily to study and comment on the ancient 
records: Like Latin in medieval times, it no longer added updated vocabulary, 
because of the limited function it served. Thus, if a Sanskrit name for a plant 
was known, one can be assured that it was known in India long before Portuguese 
or Spanish ships brought American plants to South Asia about five centuries 
ago: The textual and artistic literature of India as far back as medieval times 
witnesses the presence of tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum), a plant native to America, 
having the Sanskrit name tanbaku. 
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2. The word in the modern European languages does reflect directly or in-
directly (via BE tobacco) Sp. tabaco – generally supposed to have its origin in 
“Carribbean” tobaco, taboca (cf. Tobago Island), the word here referring to a 
roll of the (tobacco) leaves. However, Sp. tabaco was already in use from 1410 
to define medical herbs – an Arabic loan-word (cf. tabbaq referring to various 
herbs in the 9P
th
P
 century). 
Assuming therefore Sanskrit tanbaku to be a “(Wort und) Sache” that the 
missionaries returning from Mesoamerica to India had had in their luggage, the 
word surely must be closer to its Amerindian source than Sp. tabaco – which 
had already existed before the European discovery of the New World and thus 
had come into use for ‘tobacco’ because of its sound or/and meaning similarity 
(see e.g. Pinnow 1969: 271-273 for Sanskrit nasals and Anusvāra; the Hindu 
word is tambākū, masc.). (So far, as for the Amerindian word, only Algonquian, 
e.g., Shawnee pakw- ‘leaf-shaped’, Ojibwa pak ‘leaf’ [< Greenberg’s “Amerind” 
*X] seems to match [tan]-baku.) 
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